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“Global Transitions and Asia 2060”

Joint Conference with Tamkang and Kyung Hee Universities

T

he conference “Global Transitions and
Asia 2060: Climate, Political-Economy,
and Identity” brought together scholars
from eleven countries for discussions of the
50-year future of Asia. The purpose of the
conference was to embed a long-term futures
thinking approach in current policy discussions on the future of Asia in academic,
governmental, and business arenas.
The starting point of the discussions was
that the globe is undergoing a number of
major transitions, including climate change,
globalization, new information and communication technologies, and dramatic
shifts in the nature of what it means to be
“Asian.” A goal of the conference was to map
out alternative futures for Asia, in view of
these transitions and their impacts on Asia
in the long run. Individual plenary sessions
focused on three subthemes: 1) Asia at the
carbon and energy crossroads, 2) Asia and
new models of economy and governance –
toward an Asian Union, and 3) Asian identity
Continued on page 2
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“Asia 2060” panel on “Asia at the Carbon and Energy Crossroads,” left to right: Chunmiao Zheng, China;
Talal Al-Balushi, Oman; Young Sik Lee, Korea; and Ashish Kothari, India; with moderator Shun-jie Ji, Taiwan.

2010 Kistler Prize Awarded
to Genomics Pioneer

L

eroy Hood, M.D.,
Ph.D., one of the
world’s leading
scientists in systems
biology, biotechnology, immunology, and
genomics, is the 2010
recipient of the Kistler
Prize. Hood is President of the Institute
for Systems Biology, Seattle. He was named
to receive the Prize to honor his achievement
of five inventions that laid the technological

foundation for modern molecular biology
and genomics.
These five groundbreaking instruments
ushered in some of biology’s most significant
paradigm shifts of the last 40 years. Among
them is the automated DNA sequencer, the
key technology enabling the Human Genome
Project. The other four instruments are the
protein sequencer, protein synthesizer, DNA
synthesizer, and the ink-jet oligonucleotide
synthesizer, which has transformed genomics, biology, and medicine. As a pioneer, Dr.
Continued on page 3

Special Kistler Prize Announcement
Foundation For the Future and Stanford University have entered into an
agreement for execution by Stanford of two important programs pertaining to the
study of the relationship between the human genome and society. One is the Kistler
Prize, for which Stanford will assume responsibility starting in 2012, and the other is
an endowed Walter P. Kistler Chair. Foundation Trustees entered into this agreement
with Stanford with the intent to ensure the continuity of the Kistler Prize and to provide
for ongoing academic attention to this decisive subject. Dr. Michael Keller, Librarian at
Stanford University, attended the 2010 Kistler Prize Banquet, where he spoke briefly
and formally accepted the agreement documents from Walter Kistler. The 2011 Kistler
Prize will be awarded as usual by Foundation For the Future.
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“Our Flooding World” Lecture by Peter Ward

P

eter D. Ward spoke at Seattle’s Town
Hall on October 13, giving the third
lecture of Foundation For the Future’s
Walter P. Kistler Lecture Series. A noted paleontologist, astrobiologist, and expert on
mass extinctions, Dr. Ward is Professor of
biology and Earth sciences at the University
of Washington. His lecture carried forward
the themes of his latest book, The Flooded
Earth: Our Future in a World Without Ice Caps
(Basic Books, 2010).
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“At the rate we are going, we should be at
1000 ppm [of CO2 in the atmosphere] in 200
years or less,” Dr. Ward told the Town Hall
audience. The comparison from ancient history is the Cretaceous, when mathematical
modeling tells us that the CO2 levels were
1000 ppm or higher, and sea levels were
significantly higher than now. What is at
question is whether there were continental
ice caps then. If all of Antarctica and all of
Greenland melts, the sea level will go up 240
feet compared to what it is now, Ward said.
“The real fear for me is that there are no ice
sheets at 1000 ppm … if there is no ice and
there is 240 feet of sea level, redraw the map
of the world. … We can’t let it happen.”
The Flooded Earth provides a series of scenarios depicting the impact of rising levels of
CO2 in the atmosphere, specifically the everContinued on page 4

Three fishbowls discussed a new paradigm for Asia.
Asia 2060, continued from page 1

in transition and transformation.
The subject of identity recurred frequently
throughout the conference, beginning with
the round-table discussion that preceded the
reception on November 3. For that discussion, participants were asked to consider:
What does Asia mean? Viewpoints ranged
from welcoming the concept of an Asian
Union to deep skepticism whether such a
union is geopolitically possible.
Tamkang University, Taipei, Taiwan,
hosted the conference, which continued
through November 5. Co-sponsors were
Foundation For the Future and Kyung Hee
University, Seoul, Korea. All participants
were invited to join Tamkang University’s
Diamond Jubilee, the 60th anniversary of its
founding in 1950.
In her welcome address
to open the conference, Tamkang University President
Dr. Flora Chang referenced
an article from The China
Post stating that the 19th century belonged
to the British; the 20th century belonged to
America; now the 21st century is the Asian
century. “There is no doubt that Asia is the
most exciting region of the world right now,”
said President Chang.
Dzulkifli Abdul Razak,
Vice Chancellor of Universiti
Sains Malaysia, delivered the
keynote speech, addressing
the impact to Asia and the
world overall of entering the
unsustainable era, following the “great Western binge,” with vulnerability mainly in Asia.
Thirteen panel presentations were made on
the subthemes, then three “fishbowl” conversations focused on projecting scenarios
for Asia in 2060, the needed paradigm shift,
and what mechanisms might be used to
implement the paradigm shift.
An Executive Summary of the conference
will be available for download from the sponsors’ websites in January 2011. 

“Water – The Crisis Ahead” Workshop

F

Walter Kistler, left, congratulates the 2010 Kistler
Prize recipient, Dr. Leroy Hood.
Kistler Prize, continued from page 1

Hood carried on his important work despite
enormous peer resistance when he sought to
bring engineering into biology; again with his
involvement in the genome project; and again
when he blended disciplines to create systems
biology. This is the kind of work the Kistler
Prize was created to recognize and reward.
Biology as an informational science is
yet another paradigm shift, Dr. Hood told
the Kistler Prize audience: “As an organism,
two types of information interact within you
to create what you are. There is the digital
information in your genome and there is the
environmental information that comes from
outside the genome – and it’s the collision
and fusion of these two types of information
that lead to human development, that lead
to physiologic responses to your environment, or that can, in fact, lead to disease.”
Dr. Hood’s present emphasis, “P4 medicine,”
is a modern approach to medicine that is
predictive, personalized, preventive, and
participatory.
For more information on Dr. Hood and
the Institute for Systems Biology, visit the ISB
website: www.systemsbiology.org.
Created in 1999, the Kistler Prize includes
a specially designed gold medallion seated
in a leaded glass sculpture and a cash award
of US$100,000. It has been given annually
by Foundation For the Future since 2000 to
recognize original work investigating the
implications of genetics for human society.
Previous recipients of the prestigious Prize
include Dr. Edward O. Wilson (2000), Dr.
Richard Dawkins (2001), Dr. Luigi Luca
Cavalli-Sforza (2002), Dr. Arthur R. Jensen
(2003), Dr. Vincent M. Sarich (2004), Dr.
Thomas J. Bouchard Jr. (2005), Dr. Doreen
Kimura (2006), Dr. Spencer Wells (2007), Dr.
J. Craig Venter (2008), and Dr. Svante Pääbo
(2009). 

oundation For the Future sponsored
and conducted the workshop “Water –
The Crisis Ahead” in April, with experts
and spokespersons on water from Europe,
Asia, and the United States. Discussions
focused on the global water situation with
regional assessments and multidisciplinary
perspectives.
The often-underestimated facts at the root
of the crisis include: water is a finite resource
circulating in a continuous cycle between
the atmosphere and the planet; humans are
using water at a rate much faster than nature
can replenish it; and some uses that humans
have for water are degrading the biological
habitat. “One of the main problems is that
the public appears to be almost entirely
unaware that a water crisis is already in
progress in many places worldwide and will
eventually touch all our lives,” said Sesh
Velamoor, Foundation Director of Programs.

In the workshop’s inaugural address,
Professor T.N. Narasimhan outlined both
the science and human dimensions of water.
Presentations were given by Ger Bergkamp,
Brian Fagan, Basia Irland, Cynthia MoeLobeda, Peter Rogers, Vernon Scarborough,
Kenneth Wright, and Chunmiao Zheng.
The Executive Summary of the workshop
is available online from the sidebar of any
page of the Foundation For the Future website: www.futurefoundation.org. The 50-page
PDF includes not only what the crisis is and
what is causing it, but also regional assessments, lessons to be learned from a variety
of disciplines, and discussion about the most
critical water-related issues – determined
by these participants to be broad issues of
governance and technology. The Executive
Summary document can be downloaded, as
can the audio files of all presentations and
discussion sessions. 
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accelerating rise of the oceans due to global
warming, at various places on the planet and
various points in time in the coming decades
and centuries. While emphasizing the enormity of the changes that will be required in
human behavior and technology if humankind is to avoid disastrous climate change,
Ward also writes that
whether we believe or
not that humankind can
actually accomplish the
behavioral changes and
technological feats, we
must try.
Following the lecture, Sesh Velamoor,
Foundation Director of Programs, interviewed Dr. Ward, who also responded to
questions from the audience and signed
copies of his book.
The lecture series was established in fall
2009 to bring to the public, free-of-charge,
direct access to expert information on topics that impact humanity. Named for the
originator of the lecture series and benefactor of Foundation For the Future, the Walter
P. Kistler Lecture Series sponsors periodic
public lectures as an immediate means of
meeting the Foundation’s mission to increase
and diffuse knowledge concerning the longterm future of humanity. Completed lectures
are available online, in either video or audio
format, at www.futurefoundation.org. 

Sesh Velamoor Speaks at International
and Local Conferences

S

esh Velamoor, Foundation For the Future
Trustee and Director of
Programs, performed two
roles at a conference on the
theme of climate change and
curriculum design held in early summer at
Tamkang University, Taiwan. In addition to
facilitating the plenary “fishbowl” sessions,
he delivered a paper entitled “Management
Studies and a Changing World.” His premise
was that a reexamination of our present
university curricula in management studies
must be undertaken with a view to drastic
modification.
In the summer Velamoor spoke at the
2010 Eastside Leadership Conference in

Redmond, Washington, and in the Evening
MBA Program, University of Washington.
His presentation on “Managing the Future”
emphasized the state of the world, including
emerging transitions, current worldviews
and paradigms, and key ideas for leaders.
The paper is available at www.futurefoundation.org/programs/edu_talks.htm.
Finally, in late October, Velamoor spoke
at a conference in Peru on information and
communication technologies. His speech
was entitled “ICTs and Development: A
Second Look.”
Velamoor routinely speaks and writes on
various aspects of the long-term future in
local, national, and international journals
and fora. 

Young Scholars Agree on Critical Issues

I

t was unanimous: 26 fifth-graders, after six
months of research and a day of presentations and discussion at Foundation For
the Future, determined that the three most
critical issues facing humanity in the longterm future are governance, worldview, and
education.
During the June 8 seminar, the students
presented the findings of their research.
Speaking in groups of two or three, the
students addressed a range of subjects including climate change, pollution, poverty,
resources, and global health. All were supported by PowerPoint presentations created
by the young scholars.
One student listened to the fishbowl conversation on the subject of governance and
posed this question: “If you had to choose
to either impose a world government or
wait for a world government to evolve, due

to the increasing severity of global problems
such as population that can easily be solved
by a world government, and the ethics of
imposing a world government on people
unwillingly, which would you choose and
what are the implications that led you to
this solution?” This led to a discussion of
historical situations in which nations have
joined together to restrict other governments.
The students were in the
PRISM program for “highly
capable” students at Stevenson Elementary School,
B e l l ev u e , Wa s h i ng to n ,
under the direction of their
teacher, Paula Fraser. Ms. Fraser was key to
the creation of “The Future: Young Scholars’ Inquiry” seminars in 2005 as part of
the Foundation’s Education and Outreach
Program. 

Videos and Publications Update
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oundation For the Future’s website
continues to be updated with enhanced
video offerings, now in five playlists:
Feature Films, Kistler Prize Acceptance
Speeches, Scholar Interviews, Scholar Lectures, and Scholar Visions. Playlists can be
accessed directly from the sidebar of the website homepage: www.futurefoundation.org.
Added to the publications library in 2010
was an Executive Summary of the workshop “Water – The Crisis Ahead,” held in

April 2010. Currently
in development is an
Executive Summary of
the conference “Global
Transitions and Asia
2060: Climate, PoliticalEconomy, and Identity.”
All published volumes of Foundation
For the Future may be downloaded from
www.futurefoundation.org/publications. 

